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Understanding the urgent need for a deeply thoughtful, balanced book to explain our national

political process, Dave Barry has not even come close. Though he himself has covered many

campaigns, run for president several times, and run for cover at the rainy inauguration of George W.

Bush (the man will spare nothing for his art), Barry has instead outdone himself.Below the Beltway

includes Barry's stirring account of how the United States was born, including his version of a

properly written Declaration (When in the course of human events it behooves us, the people, not to

ask "What can our country do for us, anyway?" but rather whether we have anything to fear except

fear itself) and a revised Constitution (Section II: The House of Representatives shall be composed

of people who own at least two dark suits and have not been indicted recently).Dave also cracks the

income-tax code and explains the growth(s) of government, congressional hearing difficulties, and

the persistent rumors of the influence of capital in the Capitol. Among other civic contributions, his

tour of Washington D.C. should end school class trips forever. --This text refers to an out of print or

unavailable edition of this title.
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There are no dangling, pregnant, or dimpled chads -- Dave Barry's "Hits Below the Beltway" has

won the election. After many years of pokes and prods at our ripe-for-ridicule government, Barry

strikes out with an all-new and very funny book.After an amusing dedication to his kids -- because

they will someday pay his Social Security -- Dave launches into his giant-zucchini-ridden

explanation of government, how it originated in ancient times. Then he goes on to the early United

States ("Whereas in the course of human events it behooves us, the people, not to ask, What can



our country do for us anyway? but rather, whether we have anything to fear but fear itself, so that a

government of the people, by the people, and for the people may be one nation under God, who art

in heaven...") and a heavily edited version of the Constitution ("Congress shall make no law

regulating the capacity of toilets").Then he switches to the present, where he explains things like the

Republicans and Democrats and why they are radically different, the different departments like the

Department of Education (which goes up in size as human stupidity grows), and then to Washington

itself; he goes over its history, Capitol Hill, the pointiest thing in Washington (the Washington

Monument), the White House, and the Mall. Then Dave proceeds to what everyone wants to hear

about: Presidential elections. He examines the different ways of trying to get a candidate elected,

such as nominating a loser; and then he examines several political figures, such as the Rev. Jesse

Jackson, John F. Kennedy, John Glenn, and so forth. He also proposes some risky yet satisfying

measures, such as giving candidates doses of sodium pentothal and forcing them to wear donor

logos.

Read DAVE BARRY HITS BELOW THE BELTWAY by, you guessed it,Dave Barry . . . I've liked just

about everything he has written, onlyregretting the fact that his columns don't appear in my

localpaper . . . this latest effort, designed to be "a vicious andunprovoked attack on our most

cherished politicalinstitutions," succeeds at being that--for the mostpart . . . there are some parts

that just aren't veryfunny, but others more than make up for them.Even the book jacket had me

laughing, especially this one portion:True, his best-selling collections of columns are legendary, but

it is his wholly original books, like this one, that reveal him as an American icon. DAVE BARRY

SLEPT HERE was his version of American history. DAVE BARRY DOES JAPAN was a contribution

to international peace and understanding from which Japan has not yet fully recovered. DAVE

BARRY'S COMPLETE GUIDE TO GUYS is among the best-read volumes in rehab centers and

prisons. And now, with his take on American politics and, especially, Washington, DC, he takes his

place with de Tocqueville and Larry King as a truly infamous explicator and commentator on the

process by which we find, fun, and . . . (fill in your own four-letter word here) our pols and public

servants.There were many other passages that had me laughing; among them:Democrats frankly

cannot imagine giving and of it back to us; they would infinitely rather invent new programs that they

feel we need. When there's a debate between two Democratic candidates, it sounds like this:FIRST

DEMOCRAT: I would guarantee affordable medical care for every American!SECOND

DEMOCRAT: Well, I would guarantee free medical care for every American!FIRST DEMOCRAT:

Oh yeah?
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